
  

JBS & 1LINK Sign Contract for VMware Based SDDC (Software Defined DataCenter) 

 

KARACHI – 27 June 2019: Jaffer Business Systems (JBS) and 1LINK (Pvt.) Limited (1LINK) have partnered to enhance 

the overall infrastructure of banking sector with modern technology transformation. JBS solution will support 

1LINK to maximize its security, enhance service availability and bring agility in network operations for all 

applications and services being offered to its client.  

 

With this collaboration, 1LINK security posture will be upgraded via micro-segmentation and implementing always-

on Active-Active Datacenter. JBS will support 1LINK in minimizing application downtime, resulting in customers 

getting more secure round-the-clock access on their banking transactions and improve from traditional networks 

to a modern industry leading Network Virtualization platform. 

 

Veqar ul Islam, Director and CEO – JBS said: “We are committed to foster a culture of modern technical innovation 

so we can provide resilient and accessible solutions to our clients. What brings me joy is that due to this partnership, 

the direct benefit will be enjoyed by the millions of customers who use banking services in Pakistan.” 

 

Mr. Najeeb Agrawalla – CEO, 1LINK stated: “1LINK is happy to partner up with JBS as its technology solution 

provider. We play a vital role in the financial industry and hence, strive to continuously adopt new technologies 

ensuring international service standards. With JBS support, virtualization capability will enhance 1LINK’s capacity 

while certifying quicker turn-around to manage increasing volumes.”  

 

 

About Jaffer Business Systems (JBS): 
Jaffer Business Systems is one of the most reputable IT companies in Pakistan, with the motto to solve people’s 
business challenges with IT Solutions in a creative manner. It promotes the culture of excellence, innovation and 
vitality in its business processes and services. 

About 1LINK:  
1LINK (Pvt) Limited, owned by a consortium of 11 banks, is the country’s 1st PSO/PSP and largest switch and 
payment system, providing a host of valuable online banking services like ATM switching, Bills Payment, Inter Bank 
Funds Transfer, Fraud Risk Management, Switch Dispute Resolution, Global Payment Schemes, PayPak – Domestic 
Payment Scheme, etc. 1LINK is continuously evolving and adding new products and services to benefit the financial 
industry. For more information, please visit: https://1link.net.pk/ 

https://1link.net.pk/

